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a b s t r a c t

This study examines the operating characteristics and durability of a small direct methanol fuel cell
(DMFC) stack (volume: 39.6 cm3). To investigate the operating characteristics in a real multi-user oper-
ating mode, various load cycles (such as gradual acceleration and deceleration), two operating modes
(current mode or voltage mode) and four interrupted operating methods (load on–off, load–methanol
eywords:
irect methanol fuel cell
tack
ynamic response

on–off, load–air on–off, and load–methanol–air on–off) are used. The durability of the DMFC stack is
examined at a constant voltage of 2.4 V (0.4 V per cell) by using the load–methanol–air on–off mode for
more than 2000 h. In these tests, the DMFC stack exhibits a rapid, stable and dynamic response regardless
of the load cycle and operating mode, though the stack performance and response behaviour vary with
the interrupted operating modes. Among the operating modes, the air-interruption modes exhibit better

rman
h per
nterrupted operating method
ong-term test

stability and higher perfo
good durability and a hig

. Introduction

The direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is considered to be
promising power source for portable multi-functional elec-

ronic devices and light-duty vehicles because of its light weight,
mall size, high specific energy, and easy fuel storage capability
1–3]. The DMFC system, however, has several significant tech-
ical problems to be resolved, such as poor performance and
ethanol crossover. Accordingly, over the last decade, DMFC

esearchers have endeavoured to overcome the technical disadvan-
ages through development of the proton-exchange membrane [4],
he electrocatalyst [5,6], the bipolar plate [7], and the membrane
lectrode assembly (MEA) [8,9]. In spite of these numerous studies,
everal technical issues have still to be resolved for commercial
pplications, e.g., the durability of the fuel cell system [10] and
he reliability and dynamic response in a real multi-user operat-
ng mode. These issues are of paramount importance in the design
f a prototype system.
The long-term stability of MEAs is of significant concern due
o degradation of cell components in either oxidizing or reduc-
ng environments that are induced by the cell reactions [11].

any workers have examined the durability [10–17] and reliabil-
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ce. Moreover, the load–methanol–air on–off mode provides the stack with
formance in a long-term test of 2045 h.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

ity (dynamic response) of the DMFC system [18–25]. Thomas et al.
[26] studied several factors that affect the performance of DMFCs,
focusing in particular on the long-term stability of the anode and
the problem of methanol crossover. In that work, a life-span test at
0.4 V and 100 ◦C for 2000 h was conducted and showed a 12% loss
in cell performance. It was suggested that the decay in the overall
performance might be due to a slow drop in anode activity. Liu et al.
[15] conducted a life-span test on a DMFC for 75 h at 100 mA cm−2

and found that 30% of the original maximum power density was
lost. This performance degradation was attributed to agglomera-
tion of the electrocatalysts and delamination of the MEA. Other
researchers have also tried to determine the main parameters that
govern the durability of DMFCs [27–37].

With regard to the dynamic response of DMFCs in a real multi-
user operating mode, Argyropoulos et al. [18,19] emphasized not
only transient operation that includes start-up and shut-down, but
also the efficient transition between operating conditions for the
development of engineering systems. They studied the dynamic
response to consecutive changes and single-step changes in the
current density and reported that the dynamic performance of
the DMFC was affected by complex interactions between electrode

kinetics and mass transport processes. Kallo et al. [24] observed the
response of the cell voltage of a gas-feed DMFC to a step change in
current density and reported the effect on the double-layer capaci-
tance, the de-poisoning and poisoning of CO at the Pt catalyst of the
anode, and the methanol crossover. Other researchers also investi-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:dhpeck@kier.re.kr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.01.066
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Table 1
Component specifications of DMFC stack.

MEA
Membrane Nafion 115
Catalyst of anode PtRu/C, 1.8–2 Pt mg cm−2

Catalyst of cathode Pt/C, 1.5–1.6 Pt mg cm−2

Thickness of MEA 510–530 �m
Active area of electrode 13.7 cm2

MEA size 36 × 38 mm

Stack
Number of cells 6 cell
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Thickness of bipolar plate 1.5 mm
Size 48 × 50 × 16.5 mm
Thickness of gasket 200 �m
Total volume 39.6 cm3

ated the dynamic behaviour of a DMFC by making a step change
n the current density [20–23]. Recently, Yang and Zhao [38] devel-
ped a transient model to examine the dynamic response behaviour
f a liquid-feed DMFC. The numerical results confirm that methanol
ermeation through the membrane produces a strong overshoot of
he cathode overpotential, which is the predominant cause of volt-
ge overshoot. By contrast, the anode overpotential is insensitive
o changes in the methanol concentration and CO surface coverage
n the anode catalyst layer.

Although there have been many advances in the durability and
ynamic response of DMFCs, most of the reported studies have
re focused on a single cell. Obviously, the results for a single cell
an differ from those for a stack because each cell in the stack
an exhibit different performance, fuel utility, mass transport, and
ethanol crossover. Thus, durability and dynamic response tests

sing a DMFC stack are necessary because practical systems use a
tack. In addition, the operating characteristics must be examined
o determine how a stack can be successfully managed in certain
perating modes because this directly affects the durability of the
MFC system.

Accordingly, this investigation examines how the operat-
ng characteristics of a DMFC depend on various load cycles
nd operating modes; the durability with a small stack of
0.0 × 48.0 × 16.5 mm (volume: 39.6 cm3) for a portable device is
lso studied.

. Experimental

The MEA was fabricated with Nafion 115 as a proton-exchange
embrane and with PtRu/C (Johnson Matthey) and Pt/C (Johnson
atthey) as electrocatalysts. For the gas-diffusion layers (GDLs)

f the anode and cathode, Toray TGP060 and SGL 25BC carbon
aper were used, respectively. The electrode layers were formed
y applying a bar-coating method to the GDL with a catalyst slurry
comprised of Nafion ionomer and electrocatalysts). The Pt load-
ng was 1.8–2 mg cm−2 for the anode and 1.5–1.6 mg cm−2 for the
athode.

The stack was fabricated with a small size of 50.0 × 48.0 ×
6.5 mm (volume: 39.6 cm3) for use in a digital multimedia broad-
asting (DMB) phone with an output power of 5 W and a nominal
oltage (2.4 V, 0.4 V per cell). The stack had six cells. Each cell had an
ctive area of 13.7 cm2 and internal manifolds for the supply of air
nd fuel. The bipolar plates, which had a thickness of 1.5 mm, were
ade from graphite by means of a computer numerical control

athe. A serpentine channel with two paths was used as the flow-
eld channel to supply air and a methanol solution to the stack.

he component specifications of the DMFC stack are summarized
n Table 1.

The operation characteristics of the DMFC stack were investi-
ated with a test station (Wona Tech, Korea) equipped with an
lectronic load, a methanol pump, and an air pump. To evaluate
urces 195 (2010) 4080–4089 4081

the operating the characteristics of the stack in a real multi-user
operating mode, various load cycles (such as gradual acceleration
and deceleration), two operating modes (current or voltage mode),
and four interrupted operating modes (load on–off, load–methanol
on–off, load–air on–off, load–methanol–air on–off with an on-time
of 30 min and an off-time of 10 s) were used.

Dynamic response tests of the stack voltage under an increasing
current density step (from 0 to 200 mA cm−2) are performed on two
stack state (active state or inactive state). The stack is in an active
state when the temperature is higher than 60 ◦C after consecutive
operations.

In addition, to determine the optimum operating conditions for
the DMFC stack, it was examined how a 1 M methanol solution
(from � = 1.5 (2.4 ml min−1) to � = 3.5 (5.3 ml min−1)) and air stoi-
chiometry (� = 1.5 (392 ml min−1) to � = 4 (1044 ml min−1)) affected
the performance of the stack.

A durability test of the DMFC stack was performed at a con-
stant voltage of 2.4 V (0.4 V per cell) with load–methanol–air on–off
mode for more than 2000 h. After the long-term test, the changes
in the stack performance were analyzed by the polarization curves,
the voltage distribution of each cell, and the output power of each
cell.

3. Results and discussion

The primary operating characteristics of the DMFC stack are
show in Fig. 1. The DMFC stack shown in the photograph of Fig. 1(a)
is designed in a U-shape, where the inlet and outlet are at the same
side of the stack, so that it could be integrated with the balance-
of-plant. Fig. 1(b) presents the polarization curves of the DMFC
stack at different operating temperatures of 35 and 51 ◦C when
a 1 M methanol solution (� = 2.5) and air are supplied (� = 3). At
a low operating temperature of 35 ◦C, the stack has a maximum
power output of 7.89 W (1.84 V at 4.29 A), a nominal power output
of 6.31 W (2.4 V at 2.63 A), and a power density of 96 mW cm−2. By
contrast, when the stack operates at a high temperature of 51 ◦C, the
stack performance significantly increases because the stack tem-
perature enhances the kinetics of the electrochemical reaction [39].
At a high operating temperature of 51 ◦C, the stack has a maximum
power output of 8.91 W (1.92 V at 4.64 A, 108 mW cm−2), a nom-
inal power output of 7.17 W (2.4 V at 2.99 A, 87 mW cm−2), and
a power density of more than 100 mW cm−2. This stack exhibits
much higher power output than the previous stack with the same
electrode size and cell numbers [40], which had maximum power
output of 7.63 W (1.81 V at 4.22 A, 93 mW cm−2) and a nominal
power output of 5.49 W (2.4 V at 2.29 A, 67 mW cm−2). The results
originate from improved MEA performance and component assem-
bly method.

The voltage distribution of the six-cell stack at open-circuit volt-
age and a constant current of 2.8 A is given in Fig. 1(c). Each cell of
the stack has a very uniform voltage distribution at 2.41 V and an
open-circuit voltage of 4.99 V. This indicates that the fuel distri-
bution inside the stack is homogeneous and the by-products of
the reaction (H2O and CO2) are easily released. Such a uniform
voltage distribution of cells in the stack would be advantageous
in terms of the durability and the long-term stability of the stack.
The starting opreation characteristics of the DMFC stack at a con-
stant current of 2.82 A are presented in Fig. 1(d). The performance
of the stack at the initial stage is affected by the temperature of
the stack. As soon as the electric load is applied to the stack at

room temperature, the voltage plunges by 2.05 V and then drasti-
cally escalates with increase in stack temperature. After 6 min, the
voltage of the stack reaches 2.4 V and the output power remains
between 6.74 and 6.85 W. This transient voltage possibly originates
from the increased overpotential, which is attributed to an instant
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the applied current density that can govern the stack temperature,
the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR), the catalyst utility, and
two-path flow of reactants and products [18,19,24,25].

Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the dynamic response of the DMFC
stack as pulse currents of different magnitude are applied. In this
ig. 1. Primary operating characteristics of DMFC stack: (a) photograph; (b) polariza
ir); (d) starting characteristics.

epletion of reactants in the electrodes and oxidization of absorbed
oison species (such as COads and CH2OHads) on the catalyst surface
18–25]. Nevertheless, the DMFC stack has very stable operating
haracteristics; as soon as the stack begins to operate, it can provide
n output power of 5.78 W. The high performance of the stack, the
niform voltage distribution and the stability imply that the stack
omponents, including the MEA, the bipolar plates and the current-
ollector, are well designed and assembled. Detailed technical data
f the DMFC stack are listed in Table 2.

The results of dynamic response tests of the fuel cell are given
n Fig. 2. The dynamic response of the stack voltage under an
ncreasing current density step (Fig. 2(a)) indicates the different
ransient responses that rely on the stack state (active state or inac-
ive state) and the applied current density (from 0 to 200 mA cm−2).

hen the stack is inactive, the voltage instantaneously drops below
he steady-state and then gradually recovers from a meta-stable
tate. These phenomena are clear at a low current density below
5 mA cm−2. According to previous studies, these phenomena are
aused by a slow methanol oxidation reaction and a high overpo-

ential that oxidizes adsorbed poisoning species such as COads and
H2OHads on the anode catalyst [18,19,24,25]. As the stack, how-
ver, shifts to a high current density, the voltage response is much
aster because the temperature rises rapidly. This rise in temper-
ture causes a fast methanol oxidation reaction and increases the

able 2
echnical data of DMFC stack.

Operating temperature 35 ◦C 51 ◦C
Peak power 7.88 W 8.9 W
Nominal power (at 2.4 V) 6.33 W 7.17 W
Weight 106 g 106 g
Volume 39.6 cm3 39.6 cm3

Maximum current 4.86 A 5.11 A
Spec. peak power 199 W l−1 (74.3 W kg−1) 224.7 W l−1 (84 W kg−1)
Spec. nominal power 160 W l−1 (59.7 W kg−1) 181 W l−1 (67.4 W kg−1)
rves; (c) voltage distribution at constant current of 2.8 A (fuel: 1 M CH3OH, oxidant:

vaporization of the aqueous phase, thereby enabling the methanol
to penetrate the electrode layer easily as well as reducing the cat-
alyst surface area that can be absorbed by the poisoning species.

When the stack is active after consecutive operations, the stack
voltage response is much faster and more stable than that of an
inactive stack for all current density ranges. Although a slight meta-
stable state, such as overshooting and relaxation, occurs in a low
current density range, the stack voltage instantly reaches a steady-
state without a transient stage. These results indicate that the
dynamic response of the stack is affected by the stack state and
Fig. 2. Dynamic response of DMFC stack under increasing current density step (from
0 to 200 mA cm−2).
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ig. 3. Dynamic response of DMFC stack when pulse currents of different magnitud
nder gradually increasing pulse-current step; (b) stack voltage response under gra

xperiment, when the stack is at a steady-state with a constant
urrent of 2.4 A (around 2.4 V), various pulse-current steps from
.33 A (24 mA cm−2) to 4.1 A (300 mA cm−2) are imposed on the
tack for 10 s. As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), even though pulse
urrents of different magnitude are applied, the DMFC stack still
as a rapid response rate regardless of the pulse current or the
urrent intensity. The response behaviour of the DMFC stack, how-
ver, varies with the on–off state of the pulse current. If the pulse
urrents are removed, there is no problem because the DMFC
tack instantly returns to a steady-state (around 2.4 V) and then
xhibits very stable behaviour. When pulse currents, however,
re imposed on the stack, the response behaviour depends on
he applied pulse-current intensity. When pulse currents that are
lightly higher (2.72–3.42 A, 200–250 mA cm−2) or slightly lower
1.35–2.04 A, 100–150 mA cm−2) than the operating current of
.4 A (175 mA cm−2) are applied, the stack instantly reaches a
teady-state without a transient stage. If, however, pulse cur-
ents that are much higher (3.76–4.1 A, 275–300 mA cm−2) or much
ower (0.34–1.01 A, 25–75 mA cm−2) than the operating current
re applied, relaxation or overshooting in the dynamic responses
s observed and the stack voltage reaches a steady-state after a
ransient stage of 2–8 s. Especially when a very low pulse cur-
ent (0.34–1.01 A, 25–75 mA cm−2) is applied, the stack experiences
ery high overshooting and a relatively slow response to a steady
oltage. According to Kallo et al. [24], the stack voltage increase
ccurs because the excess catalyst surface, which delivers the low
urrent density, is poisoned when the lower current density has to
e generated from complete methanol dehydrogenation and COads
xidation. The longer relaxation times with decreasing current den-
ity are based on the non-linear behaviour of the charge-transfer
esistance, which causes the relaxation time for the double-layer
apacitance to depend on the end value of the current density.
n summary, the above findings confirm that if the DMFC stack
perates at a constant current of 2.4 A (around 2.4 V), the stable
perating current is in the range of 1.35 A (100 mA cm−2) to 3.42 A
250 mA cm−2). This performance is adequate for the good stack
tability and fast dynamic response.

Besides the dynamic response, it is necessary to address the
tack operating mode as this may significantly influence the stack
erformance and stability. If consecutive operations of the DMFC
tack are limited to a few 10 min periods, the performance is less
ikely to deteriorate because of reduction of catalyst poisoning, cat-
lyst fatigue, water flooding, and so on. According to Neergat et al.
41], a pulse method can improve the performance of a DMFC in

ow current density. They suggested that after the pulse, the anode
otential is shifted positive to the onset potential for COads oxida-
ion and that the Hads oxidation can proceed at a larger number of
ree surface sites. Nevertheless, the performance of a DMFC cannot
e maintained solely with the pulse method for a long time due to
bruptly applied to the stack and removed from the stack: (a) stack voltage response
decreasing pulse-current step.

the mass transport problem, water flooding, and Pt catalyst oxida-
tion. Eickes et al. [42] used an ‘air break’ method to investigate the
performance of the DMFC cathode. This method lowers the cath-
ode potential below the value required for complete reduction of
the electrode surface. Accordingly, the experimental results con-
firm that an appropriate interrupted operating mode can be used
to operate a stack safely for a few thousand hours.

Fig. 4 shows the dynamic response of the DMFC stack to
the different interrupted operating modes at a constant current
of 2.4 A. These operating modes have the same load-on time
(120 s) and load-off time (10 s), whereas the fuel supply con-
dition during the load-off time varies with the given operating
mode. The data in Fig. 4(a) show that the stack performance
and response behaviour are affected by the interrupted operat-
ing modes. When the DMFC stack is operated by a load on–off
mode and a load-methanol on–off mode, the stack has an out-
put power of 5.11 W. By contrast, the stack performance is greatly
increased above 6 W when the DMFC stack is operated by a
load–air on–off mode and a load–methanol–air on–off mode. These
results demonstrate that the difference in performance of the
DMFC stack for the various operating modes is caused by air
interruption at the cathode. The increase of the performance is
probably related to efficient removal of water in the cathode
by the air on–off process. This, however, fails to explain why
a short cycling time produces a performance difference of 1 W.
It is therefore assumed that complex electrochemical reactions
on catalysts, such as catalyst poisoning and de-poisoning and a
catalyst utility, are affected by rapid voltage changes under the
interrupted operating modes. The hypothesis can be supported by
the subsequent dynamic response behaviour with these operating
modes.

As shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), the generated stack current varies
with the operating modes. In addition, the operating modes dis-
play different current (Fig. 4(b)) and voltage response behaviour
(Fig. 4(c)). With regard to the stack current response, when the
stack is operated by the load on–off mode and the load–methanol
on–off mode, the current reaches a steady-state without a transient
stage. By contrast, when operated by the load–air on–off mode and
the load–methanol–air on–off mode, the stack undergoes an over-
shooting and relaxation process. Note that the load–methanol–air
on–off mode gradually increases the current in the initial regime
and then the stack returns to a steady-state. These transients
are similar to the results of Neergat et al. [41] for a low cur-
rent density of 60 mA cm−2. They demonstrated that the rise in

current can be reasonably explained by the de-poisoning of the
electrode surface through oxidation of CO-like adsorbents; the de-
poisoning produces more free surface sites for the parallel path of
the methanol oxidation reaction. Hence, the load–air on–off mode
and the load–methanol–air on–off mode appear to be effective
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responses even if the stack is operated at a constant voltage of
2.4 V. As indicated in Figs. 2 and 3, the transient stage is due to a
high overpotential to oxidize the adsorbed poison species, and the
overshooting arises from the poisoning of the excess catalyst sur-
ig. 4. Dynamic response of DMFC stack in relation to operating mode: (a) stack p
sampling time: 1 s); (d) voltage response for on–off state measured with oscillos
oad–air on–off mode; D: load–methanol–air on–off mode.

n increasing the active sites of the catalyst. These phenomena
riginate from the stack voltage behaviour during the load-off
tate.

When the stack is in the off-state of the load on–off mode and
he load–methanol on–off mode, the voltage returns to the open-
ircuit value. By contrast, the voltage falls to around 0.5 V in the
ff-state of the load–air on–off mode and the load–methanol–air
n–off mode (as shown in Fig. 4(c)). According to previous reports
43,44], at high positive potentials, a Pt oxide layer forms due to
he oxidation of Pt itself or corrosion of the carbon support occurs
nd it decreases the number of Pt active sites. On the other hand,
low potential at the cathode (below 0.5 V versus RHE) can fully

educe the surface oxide of the Pt catalyst and rapidly consume
xygen at the cathode, and thereby lead to possible recovery of the
erformance of the DMFC cathode [42]. Therefore, the voltage drop
nder the load-off state appears to promote de-poisoning of the
atalyst surface, and it promotes better performance of the stack
nder the load–air on–off mode and the load–methanol–air on–off
ode.
It should be also noted that when the load–air on–off mode and

he load–methanol–air on–off mode are applied, the stack retains
low voltage for 2–3 s in the load-on state. In addition, when the

ir-interruption modes are used, the air supply in the cathode is
elayed for 2–3 s. Thus, instantaneous air-starving in the cathode
an lower the cathode potential required for subsequent reduction
f the surface oxide [42]. Furthermore, even if the air supply flow-
ng into the stack is delayed, the stack produces a high current. This

henomenon can occur because the residual air in stack channels
r the porous layers of the electrode participates in the reaction
which requires 8.7–13 cm3 of air at 2.5 A), and also because the
ouble-layer capacitance at both electrodes discharges a higher
urrent.
ance; (b) current response for on–off state; (c) voltage response for on–off state
(sampling time: 0.02 s); A: load on–off mode; B: load–methanol on–off mode; C:

The voltage responses of the DMFC stack in an on–off state as
measured with an oscilloscope are shown in Fig. 4(d). The mea-
surements were taken in a very short sampling time of 0.02 s so
that more detailed voltage behaviour could be observed. Unlike
the voltage responses of the on–off state measured by the test
station (with a sampling time of 1 s), transient and overshooting
behaviour (around 16 and 18 s) can be observed at the voltage
Fig. 5. Dynamic response of DMFC stack in relation to different interrupted operat-
ing modes under stepwise increasing pulse-current condition; A: load on–off mode;
B: load–methanol on–off mode; C: load–air on–off mode; D: load–methanol–air
on–off mode.
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ace. These results imply that, during the off-state, the load on–off
ode and the load–methanol on–off mode induce catalyst poison-

ng, whereas the load–air on–off mode and the load–methanol–air
n–off mode induce catalyst de-poisoning. Therefore, all the data
n Fig. 4 support the view that the load–air on–off mode and the
oad–methanol–air on–off mode are superior operating modes for
he DMFC stack than the load on–off mode and the load–methanol
n–off mode.

The dynamic response of a DMFC stack in relation to different
nterrupted operating modes under a stepwise increasing pulse-
urrent condition is presented in Fig. 5. When the pulse currents
re imposed, the DMFC stack shows the same dynamic responses

t an operating mode regardless of the pulse-current intensity. The
ynamic response behaviour of the stack, however, varies signifi-
antly with the operating mode. For the load on–off mode and the
oad–methanol on–off mode, the voltage instantaneously plum-

ig. 6. Cyclic dynamic tests of DMFC stack in relation to different interrupted operating m
ode; (c) and (d) load–air on–off mode; (e) and (f) load–methanol–air on–off mode. (Cyc

n–off mode.)
urces 195 (2010) 4080–4089 4085

mets and then returns to a steady-state. For the load–air on–off
mode, however, the voltage gradually increases for 30 s to reach a
steady-state. Finally, the load–methanol–air on–off mode induces
overshooting, and requires a longer time to return to a steady-
state. Similar behaviour is observed at every pulse current. These
findings demonstrate that the operating modes of the DMFC also
influence the dynamic responses of the stepwise increasing pulse
currents. As mentioned above, this influence may be caused by cat-
alyst poisoning and de-poisoning during the load-off state. Yang et
al. [38] examined the dynamic response behaviour when the load
changes from a high to a low current density. They reported that as
the current density plummets, the number of free Pt catalyst sites

exceeds the number required for complete methanol oxidation;
hence, methanol adsorption and the dehydrogenation step prevail
over conversion of CO to CO2, and consequently cause an increase
in the surface coverage of CO on the Pt catalyst at the anode. On

odes under increasing pulse-current condition: (a) and (b) load–methanol on–off
le dynamic response of load on–off mode is equivalent to results of load–methanol
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he basis of their results, it is assumed that the load and fuel on–off
ode has more free Pt catalyst sites than the other modes and that

ree Pt catalyst sites are formed during the load-off state.
The cyclic dynamic response of a DMFC stack under a step-

ise increasing pulse-current condition is reported in Fig. 6. The
esponse is tested over 10 cycles in order to evaluate the stability
f the stack under the interrupted operating modes (Fig. 6(a), (c)
nd (e)). During these tests, the stack exhibits a uniform response
or all operating modes and all pulse currents. The stack is very
table and responds rapidly under various pulse currents, regard-
ess of the operating mode. These cyclic dynamic responses are in
ood agreement with the results of Fig. 5. As the number of cyclic
ynamic tests increase from 1 to 10 cycles (Fig. 6(b), (d) and (f)),
he voltage of the stack operated by the load on–off mode and the
oad–methanol on–off mode tends to decrease slightly (Fig. 6(b)),

hereas the voltage of the stack operated by the air-interruption
odes remains constant (Fig. 6(d)) or increases slightly (Fig. 6(f)).

hese phenomena can be explained by the above-mentioned rea-
ons, such as catalyst poisoning, catalyst de-poisoning, and the
umber of free Pt catalyst sites. In addition, the 8 h cycle test sug-
ests that the phenomena could originate from differences in the
apability to remove the water produced or accumulated at the
athode. This capability can limit the mass transport and reduce
he catalyst utilization. In other words, during the cyclic test, the
ir-interruption modes can continually discharge the water in the
athode by means of the air on–off process. Such water removal
lays an important role in preserving the performance of the fuel
ell. It indicates that the air-interruption mode is more stable as a
MFC operating method than the other modes.

The results of a 100 h stability test of the DMFC stack with
he load on–off mode and the load–methanol–air on–off mode
re given in Fig. 7. The test is performed at a constant voltage of
.4 V (0.4 V per cell) to compare the stability and durability of the

wo operating modes. For both these modes, the load-on time is
0 min and the load-off time is 10 s. A 1 M methanol solution and air
re supplied with � = 2.2 and � = 2.5, respectively. According to the
esults, when the DMFC stack is operated in the load–methanol–air
n–off mode, the performance (average output power: 7.07 W,

Fig. 8. Effects of fuel stoichiometry on stack performance
Fig. 7. Stability test of DMFC stack with load–methanol–air on–off mode and load
on–off mode.

86 mW cm−2) is constant for 100 h. On the other hand, when the
stack is operated in the load on–off mode, the performance (aver-
age output power: 6.4 W, 78 mW cm−2) diminishes slightly at a rate
of y = −0.0436x + 6.617 (y = power (W), x = time (h)). These observa-
tions, which are consistent with the results of the cyclic dynamic
response test, prove that the load–methanol–air on–off mode is
better as a long-term operating method than a general load on–off
mode.

During the 10 s cessation of the load, in load–methanol–air
on–off operation, methanol and air produce repetitive peaks on the
power versus time plot. As indicated in Figs. 5 and 6, this behaviour
is due to the high overshooting and slow relaxation process of the
load–methanol–air on–off operation. Even though the operating

mode continually induces an unsteady state of the DMFC stack, it
can improve the reliability and durability of the stack, and ensure
high performance. Hence, the load–methanol–air on–off operation
can operate a DMFC more stably over a long period than the other
operating modes.

: (a) methanol stoichiometry; (b) air stoichiometry.
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ig. 9. (a) Long-term test of DMFC stack with load–methanol–air on–off mode at con
est.

The effects of fuel stoichiometry on stack performance at a
onstant current of 2.5 A are given in Fig. 8. During DMFC stack
peration, the amount of fuel fed into the stack is as important
s the operating mode because it can determine the fuel dis-
ribution, the fuel efficiency and methanol crossover, the stack
emperature change, and DMFC operating characteristics such as
erformance and durability. When air is supplied at a flow rate of
= 2.5 (653 ml min−1) and the flow rate of the 1 M methanol solu-

ion is changed from � = 1.5 (2.4 ml min−1) to � = 3.5 (5.3 ml min−1),
he stack performance diminishes as the flow rate of the supplied

ethanol increases, see Fig. 8(a). This result is due to a decline in
tack temperature as well as higher methanol crossover. Between

= 2 and � = 3.5, the stack temperature drops by about 5 ◦C, thereby

nducing a poorer stack performance. The stack exhibits the high-
st performance and stability at � = 2 (3.1 ml min−1). This suggests
hat although a small quantity of methanol is supplied into a stack,
he fuel distribution is very uniform in each cell. Such uniformity

Fig. 10. Polarization curve of stack (a), voltage distribution (b), o
oltage of 2.4 V for 2045 h; (b) power variation under load-on state during long-term

is very beneficial to the long-term operation of the stack, and the
reduced methanol crossover improves the fuel efficiency. Nev-
ertheless, when the methanol flow rate is at � = 1.5, the voltage
falls and the stack performance decreases significantly because the
resultant lack of methanol solution causes an imbalance in the fuel
distribution. These findings therefore indicate that a methanol flow
rate of � = 2 (3.1 ml min−1) is the optimum operating condition in
terms of fuel efficiency and the long-term operation of the stack.
Similarly, when a 1 M methanol solution is supplied at a flow rate of
� = 2 (3.1 ml min−1) and the flow rate of air is changed from � = 1.5
(392 ml min−1) to � = 4 (1044 ml min−1) (Fig. 8(b)), the transient
performance of the stack is affected by a change in the air flow rate.

The stack performance linearly decreases when the air flow rate
increases because of a fall in the stack temperature. At � = 2.5, the
stack exhibits its highest performance and stability. On the other
hand, when air is supplied at a flow rate of � = 1.5, the voltage
decreases abruptly due to the lack of air supply inside the stack. This

utput power of each cell (c) after long-term test of 2045 h.
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ehaviour means that the air in each cell of the stack is insufficient
nd non-uniform. Thus, an air flow rate of � = 2.5 (653 ml min−1) is
equired for safe operation of the DMFC stack.

Given that the operating characteristics of the DMFC depend
n the operating mode and fuel stoichiometry, a long-term test
2045 h) on a DMFC stack has been performed by using the
oad–methanol–air on–off operation with a methanol flow rate of
= 2 (3.1 ml min−1) and an air flow of � = 2.5 (653 ml min−1).

The results are presented in Fig. 9(a) and the power variation
n the load-on state (30 min) are reported in Fig. 9(b). The test was
erformed at a constant voltage of 2.4 V. The external electricity
ailed three times during the long-term operation, as indicated in
ig. 9. The results show that even though the DMFC stack is operated
n high current densities between 170 and 245 mA cm−2, it main-
ains a high performance above 5.5 W for more than 2000 h by using
he load–methanol–air on–off operation. As demonstrated in Fig. 7,
lthough the operating mode continually induces an unsteady state
n the stack due to repetitive overshooting and relaxation (Fig. 9(b)),
t enhances the performance stability of the stack throughout the
ong-term test. This indicates that the load–methanol–air on–off
peration is a good operating procedure for prolonging the life of
DMFC. At the beginning of the test, the stack provides 6.83 W

83 mW cm−2) of power and this output is maintained for 1350 h;
he power then drops to 5.54 W (67 mW cm−2). The observed per-
ormance loss over the 2045 h period is about 19%. It should be
oted, however, that most of the performance decline occurs after
900 h, whereas the performance loss is 7.8% (6.3 W, 77 mW cm−2)
efore 1900 h (Fig. 9(b)). The latter performance decline is possibly
aused by a reduction in the active surface area and poisoning of
he MEA components.

The polarization curve of the stack is given in Fig. 10(a), the
oltage distribution in Fig. 10(b), and the output power of each cell
n Fig. 10(c) after the long-term test of 2045 h. The polarization
urve in the stack shifts in a vertical direction due to a reduction
f the active surface area. As a result, the performance of the stack
eclines from the initial level of 7.9 to 7.02 W (1.8 V at 3.9 A). The
erformance loss for a nominal voltage of 2.4 V is about 20%, which

s similar to the value obtained in Fig. 9. When compared with the
aximum power output, the performance loss decreases by about

1.2%.
With regard to the voltage distribution of the six-cell stack at

.4 V (Fig. 10(b)), the sixth cell, which is the farthest cell from the
uel inlet and outlet, has a much lower voltage whereas the other
ells show very uniform voltage. This phenomenon may be due
o the fuel flow through the stack. The stack is designed in a U-
hape. Therefore, the last cell has a long pathway for the supply
f fuels and the removal of by-products (H2O and CO2). Hence, as
he operating time of the stack progresses, the last cell experiences
ifficulties with regard to the supply of fuel and the release of the
roduced H2O and CO2. Such problems of the last cell explain the
egradation in stack durability and performance during long-term
peration. Consequently, the output power of each cell after the
ong-term test of 2045 h is the same as the results of the voltage
istribution. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the performance of the sixth
ell (about 10 mW cm−2) is much lower than that of the other cells.

. Conclusions

The dynamic response of a DMFC stack is affected by the stack
tate and the applied current density that govern complex inter-

ctions such as the stack temperature, the methanol oxidation
eaction (MOR), and the catalyst utility. Even though pulse currents
f different magnitude are instantaneously applied to the stack,
he DMFC shows a very fast response rate, regardless of the pulse
urrent and the current intensity. When the stack is operated at a

[

[

[

urces 195 (2010) 4080–4089

constant current of 2.4 A (around 2.4 V), the stable operating cur-
rent range of the stack varies from 1.35 A (100 mA cm−2) to 3.42 A
(250 mA cm−2).

The stack performance and response behaviour, however,
vary with the interrupted operating mode. This is because the
operating mode significantly influences the complex electro-
chemical reactions, particularly the poisoning or de-poisoning
of species (COads and CH2OHads) absorbed on the catalyst sur-
face. The air-interruption modes (the load–air on–off mode and
the load–methanol–air on–off mode) provide better stability and
performance than the other modes. Specifically, for both these air-
interruption modes, the Hads oxidation proceeds at a larger number
of free surface sites and the performance of the DMFC cathode is
recovered since the lower potential of the cathode induces com-
plete reduction of the electrode surface.

Under long-term operation with the load–methanol–air on–off
mode, the observed performance loss over 2045 h is about 19%
(6.83 W → 5.54 W). Most of the performance decline occurs after
1900 h, i.e., the performance loss is 7.8% (6.3 W, 77 mW cm−2)
before 1900 h. This decline is attributed to the performance degra-
dation of the sixth cell which is the farthest cell from the fuel inlet
and outlet.
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